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4 sessioni in 2 giorni

● Introduction and Keynotes
● Technology and research
● Site reports
● Software solutions

Sul sito dell'evento sono disponibili le riprese di molti degli interventi

http://indico.cern.ch/event/336753/

http://indico.cern.ch/event/336753/


  

Ma tutto è chiaro fin dall'inizio.....

““....CERN adopted ownCloud.....”....CERN adopted ownCloud.....”
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Introduction and Keynotes - Big Data Storage Technologies
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Introduction and Keynotes – The CERNBox project for science
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Software Solutions

● Presentation of Pydio
● PowerFolder – Peer-to-Peer powered Sync and 

Share
● Seafile open source cloud storage, technology and 

design
● ownCloud
● IBM Software Defined Storage and ownCloud 

Enterprise Editon - a perfect match for hyperscale 
Enterprise File Sync and Share



  



  

Sync client completamenteSync client completamente
riscrittoriscritto



  

Seafile

● Seafile ci è sembrato particolarmente 
interessante

● Ma gli sviluppatori sono 2!!!

software solutions
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Technology and Research /1

● OpenStack Swift as Multi-Region Eventual 
Consistency Storage for ownCloud Primary 
Storage

● Programmatic access to file syncing services
● Data Management Services for VPH 

Applications
● Storage solutions for a production-level cloud 

infrastructure
● DataNet: A flexible metadata overlay over file 

resources



  

Technology and Research /2

● Adaptive Query Processing on RAW Data
● The File Sync Algorithm of the ownCloud Desktop 

Clients
● Combining sync&share functionality with filesystem-

like access
● Dynamic Federations: scalable, high performance 

Grid/Cloud storage federations
● The dCache scientific storage cloud
● WebFTS: File Transfer Web Interface for FTS3
● Current practical experience with the distributed 

cloud data services



  

Technology and Research /1

● OpenStack Swift as Multi-Region Eventual 
Consistency Storage for ownCloud Primary 
Storage

● Programmatic access to file syncing services
● Data Management Services for VPH 

Applications
● Storage solutions for a production-level Storage solutions for a production-level 

cloud infrastructurecloud infrastructure
● DataNet: A flexible metadata overlay over file 

resources

Unico contributo INFNUnico contributo INFN
  ed unico contributo ed unico contributo 

italiano dellaitaliano della
conferenza.conferenza.



  

AARNet – OwnCloud + Swift
With the addition of features to the ownCloud software allowing primary data storage on OpenStack 
Swift, AARNet has chosen to deploy Swift in a nation spanning multi-region ring to take advantage 
of Swift’s eventual consistency capabilities and the local region quorum functionality for fast writes.

The scaling capability of Swift resolves the twin problems of geographic redundancy, and user 
proximal access while scaling into the petabyte range.

…

Additionally, the policy capabilities within Swift combined with the ability to grant a user multiple 
storage targets within ownCloud, allow us to honour data sovereignty rules with respect to the 
physical location of the data on a per top level folder basis.

Finally, using the combined read and write affinity features of the Swift proxy, AARNet is presently 
experimenting with deployment of flash cache backed site local application nodes, providing the 
perception to the user of near instant data ingestion, while the node trickle uploads data to the 
redundant bulk storage ring using private layer 3 networks.

By switching to true object store systems, AARNet is able to achieve two of its original design goals 
for cloud storage services, chiefly being user proximal data storage, and continent-spanning 
geographic redundancy, from hundreds of terabytes into the petabyte scale.

Technology and Research
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Il gruppo di lavoro Cloud-MR sta lavorando
 ad un'infrastruttura Swift distribuita 

concettualmente molto simile a quella di AARNet 
ed ha già provato, con successo, 

ad agganciarvi ownCloud. 
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ownCloud project at CNRS

CNRS will launch next November an ownCloud based 
service with the intend to serve CNRS research units. The 
first step is to deploy this service as a beta solution for 2 
months and 2000 end users, and then to generalize this 
offer to the whole CNRS users (potentially 100000 users).

Our platform is based on ownCloud 7 community edition, 
with VMWare for virtualization, a Galera/MariaDB 
cluster database and Scality for the distributed storage 
backend.

Site reports - Centre national de la recherche scientifique



  

Site reports - SURFdrive, a sync and share service for Dutch 
                       higher education and research
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The cloud storage service 
bwSync&Share at KIT

The Karlsruhe Institute of Technology introduced the bwSync&Share 
collaboration service in January 2014. The service is an on-premise 
alternative to existing public cloud storage solutions for students and 
scientists in the German state of Baden-Württemberg, which allows the 
synchronization and sharing of documents between multiple devices and 
users. The service is based on the commercial software PowerFolder and is 
deployed on a virtual environment to support high reliability and 
scalability for potential 450,000 users. 

The integration of the state-wide federated identity management system 
(bwIDM) and a centralized helpdesk portal allows the service to be used by 
all academic institutions in the state of Baden-Württemberg. Since starting, 
approximately 15 organizations and 8,000 users joined the service. The talk 
gives an overview of related challenges, technical and organizational 
requirements, current architecture and future development plans.

Site reports
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"Dropbox-like" service for the 
University of Vienna

The increasing popularity of dropbox and at the same time increasing awareness for data security did 
create the demand for an onsite  "Dropbox-like" “sync and share” service at the University of Vienna. It 
has been decided that ownCloud would be a good start, since other academic institutions have been 
working on an ownCloud based solution as well.

Based on ownCloud enterprise Version 6 the service is currently in test operation with campus wide 
availability for staff only planned for 12/2014. Major concerns were the scalability of the storage 
backend. So instead of using an enterprise storage solution we use Scality’s RING as backend. The 
RING is an object storage based solution using local storage nodes. Since the ownCloud architecture 
does so far not allow a REST based storage backend we use Scality’s FUSE connector to simulate a 
virtually limitless filesystem (POSIX). Based on the experiences reported by other academic facilities 
and our own, our main concerns have been database performance-scalability, storage backend 
architecture and general software design. Some of which might already have been addressed by 
ownCloud community version 7. It’s also noteworthy, that ownCloud’s support team responds 
properly to submitted bug reports. The admittedly limited user feedback has been quite positive so 
far.

A other issue which have to be solved is the legal issue: What happened with the data, which are 
shared, after a stuff member leaves the University? We want to establish special terms of use for this 
service, which everybody who want to use the ownCloud service have to accept.

Site reports
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our main concerns have been database performance and
scalability, storage backend architecture and general 
software design. 
Some of which might already have been addressed by 
ownCloud community version 7. It’s also noteworthy 
that ownCloud’s support team responds properly to 
submitted bug reports. 



  

http://www.scality.com/ring/

The RING is a software-based storage that is 
built to scale to petabytes with performance, 
scaling and protection mechanisms appropriate 
for such scale. It enables your business to grow 
without limitations and extra overhead, works 
across 80% of your applications, and protects 
your data over 200% more efficiently at 50–
70% lower cost.

Ma cos'è questo Scality ring d'oltralpe???

http://www.scality.com/ring/
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Altri siti che usano OwnCloud

● Polybox at ETH Zurich

● CERNBOX

Cloud sharing and data synchronization over modern 
backend storages, like EOS …

● The Sync&Share project in North Rhine-
Westphalia

Site reports



  

The Sync&Share project in North Rhine-
Westphalia – utenza

Site reports



  

The Sync&Share project in North Rhine-
Westphalia – forze in gioco

Site reports
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Conclusioni

● I servizi sync and share Dropbox-like sono visti non 
come accessori ma come parte integrante 
dell'infrastruttura di calcolo di Università ed enti di 
ricerca;

● OwnCloud è il software più gettonato, probabilmente 
perché più maturo e perché l'azienda è più forte di altre 
e in contatto diretto con Università ed enti di ricerca, ma 
ci sono anche altri approcci molto promettenti;

● I sistemi di storage ad oggetti sono visti come 
backend naturale per i servizi sync and share; 



  

Conclusioni

C'è un fortissimo interesse dall'alto a 
mantenere l'informazione “in house” ed al 
sicuro dalle multinazionali potenzialmente 

controllate da NSA.

the German Federal Ministry of the Interior published guidelines the German Federal Ministry of the Interior published guidelines 
that require cloud providers entering into contracts with German that require cloud providers entering into contracts with German 
Federal Government agencies to enter into “no spy guarantees” Federal Government agencies to enter into “no spy guarantees” 
ensuring that no sensitive data will be shared with unauthorized ensuring that no sensitive data will be shared with unauthorized 
3rd parties, regardless of where the data resides.3rd parties, regardless of where the data resides.
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